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the added bonus is that the fee is based on the timestamp. this means the fee varies depending on
when you submit the transaction. for example, when you send a transaction at 2:00pm est, it will
have a 12.5% base fee. but when you send a transaction at 2:01pm, the base fee will be 0.5%,

because the timestamp is later than the 2:00pm transaction and thus the miner will be paid more. in
both cases, the transaction will take the same amount of time. i think the worst part about the 0.1%

fee is that the transaction will take 3.5 hours to confirm! the reason the block time is so long is
because the 1mb block size will be filled with transactions. each transaction would have a base fee
of 12.5%, and there are 10,000 transactions in a block. the total fee paid by the miner is therefore

12.5% of the 10,000 transactions, or 1,250,000.000 satoshis. to solve this problem, we could
increase the block size to 2mb, which would reduce the amount of fees by a factor of 10. but this

would also lead to a very slow confirmation time. to sum up, the fee is currently set at 0.1% per kg of
data. the fee is based on the timestamp. for example, when you send a transaction at 2:00pm est, it
will have a 12.5% base fee. but when you send a transaction at 2:01pm, the base fee will be 0.5%,

because the timestamp is later than the 2:00pm transaction and thus the miner will be paid more. in
both cases, the transaction will take the same amount of time. additionally, amazon web services
(aws) provides low-cost, high-performance computing infrastructure for developers using its web

services, software development kits (sdks), and tools. aws provides its users with a fully managed,
scalable, and secure computing platform, as well as data storage, networking, and database

services.
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it provides the user with a managed
infrastructure for the cloud environment,
and its fully tested and certified for use

with aws. aws is a web-based interface that
gives users a web portal to manage their
amazon cloud environment. it also allows

users to build and deploy applications,
infrastructure, and services. mineral

claims- deposits subject to mineral claims
are based on discoveries made of an

identifiable mineral deposit in place. the
deposits are defined by the amount of

mineral that has been identified and where
it is located. deposits are located by

mapping the topographic features of the
land. this is the most common method for
locating a deposit because it is simple and
quick to conduct. mineral deposits that are
not identified are not subject to claims. by
comparison, claims for deposits of gold,

precious metals, or other valuable minerals
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are based on more than an identification of
a mineral deposit. claims are limited to

deposits of a mineral of economic
importance that can be extracted without
significant effort. deposits of this type are
often the result of exploration and are not
limited by the topographic features of the

land. claims are paid based on the value of
the mineral or other substance that the
claim covers. new york state has been

changing its rules on mineral claims since
april, 2013. the rules adopted in 2013 were

intended to clarify when mineral claims
must be filed and what is subject to claims
(burdensome and non-burdensome mineral
claims). in 2013, for the first time, mineral
claims could be filed for any rock in-place
that contains minerals of economic value.
this is a change from the prior rule, which

required the discovery of a mineral deposit.
furthermore, the prior rule also required

that the mineral deposit be in place before
a mineral claim could be filed. new york
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state law now allows mineral claims to be
filed for deposits that were in place before
the mineral claim was filed or for deposits
that are in place after the mineral claim is

filed. 5ec8ef588b
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